
March of Dimes Canada is a non-profit organization that works to enhance

the independence and community participation of people with disabilities

every day. By providing programs and services for people with disabilities

and advocacy, March of Dimes strives to create a society inclusive of people

with disabilities across the country. As a follow up to the pilot last fall, the

Learning Independence for Future Empowerment (L.I.F.E.) program returned

to Calgary. Take a look and read about all of the achievements and fun our

participant got up to!

L.I.F.E. Calgary
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Snapshot of life at L.I.F.E. Calgary 
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Learning Independence for Future Empowerment

L.I.F.E. Calgary



The L.I.F.E. program helps young adults aged 18-30 with disabilities make

the transition to greater independence by providing new skills and hands-on

opportunities for growth and development, including: goal-setting, life skills

workshops, financial literacy, transit training, health and wellness, social,

sport and recreational outings, music therapy and much more.

Let’s Get Independent!
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Meet Jaclyn!
Jaclyn achieved her goals! All

L.I.F.E. participants set personal

goals at the beginning of the

program. Jaclyn wanted to work at

improving several different skills

that would help her get a job. She

has accepted a job with

Scotiabank Cineplex in Calgary

while being in the program! Good

job Jaclyn!

“The L.I.F.E. program really

helped me to be more

independent on transit. I am

more confident in myself as I

am now able to take Calgary

transit to different places. I

believe the L.I.F.E. program will

help people to accomplish their

goals and become more

mature, responsible and

independent. I have learned the

basics of saving money and

budgeting through the money

management workshop. I would

definitely recommend this

program to others as it has

helped me to grow in many

areas!”

L.I.F.E. Calgary



This fall, our participants were

involved in Conductive Education

(CE) , which was held every

Friday for 10 weeks. We all set

our own goals on the first day.

Our goals dealt with things like

standing, walking, hand and foot

movements, balancing and

gripping onto things. We started

by transferring onto the plinth and

practicing different ways of

planning our movements and

moving out bodies. CE teaches

us to transfer from one position to

another. When finished on the

plinths, we split up and work on

our individual goals.

At the end of every CE class, we

would play motor skills games.

Rachel did such a good job

teaching us! Thank you, Rachel!

Conductive Education® is a community rehabilitation program offered 

through March of Dimes Canada. It is designed specifically for people with 

neurological motor disorders. Conductive Education offers an alternative 

group setting approach to rehabilitation. 

Conductive Education
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Meet Matthew!
Matthew loved transferring on and

off the plinths into a standing

position via ladder. He loved

being on the matts and rolling

from one side to the other.

“Conductive Education was

hard, but I liked challenging

myself!”



Music therapy is a research-based practice in which music is used to

actively support people as they strive to improve their health, functioning and

well-being. All people have a basic ability to take in, enjoy, and respond to

music. It moves people toward the following goals:

Personal development

Exploring and resolving personal issues

Increasing self-expression, relaxation, mobility 

Improving learning, social, and motor skills

Developing or maintaining cognition and memory

Music Therapy
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Every Wednesday afternoon, music therapists Leah and Lisa came in from

JB music. They would introduce the participants to different types of

instruments… the big drum was always a favorite! We would take turns

playing each instrument. Leah and Lisa would play us songs to play our

instruments to. We even got to write a few songs! Each week we all really

looked forward to music therapy as it was a good way to relax and come

together as a group through music. Leah and Lisa always made sure they

played songs that each one of us loved. Thank you to JB music from all of

us here at the L.I.F.E. program!



Community Outings
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Week 1

Cat Café

Week 3

Story SlamWeek 4 

Karaoke 

Week 7 

Rec 

Room

Week 10

Colour Me Mine

L.I.F.E. Calgary
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Community Outings
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Community Outings
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Community Outings

We went to one of the many Calgary 

Story Slam sessions as a group. It was 

so much fun! Don’t believe us? Just look 

at all those smiles in the photos! 
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Community Outings
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Community Outings
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Community Outings
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Community Outings

The Rec Room was full of fun and 

engaging activities such as driving 

simulations, virtual reality, shuffleboard, 

ping pong and pool tables. We got to try 

out all of it together! 
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Community Outings



We are coming back soon…
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April 2019!

http://www.marchofdimes.ca/lifecalgary
http://www.calgaryfoundation.org/
http://www.calgaryfoundation.org/
https://www.greatwestlife.com/you-and-your-family.html
https://www.greatwestlife.com/you-and-your-family.html
https://www.td.com/corporate-responsibility/index.jsp
https://www.td.com/corporate-responsibility/index.jsp

